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When it comes to connecting modern 
businesses, traditional methods of exchange 
simply can't keep up. phones, fax machines, 
post, and even email are simply too slow to 
ensure seamless data and document exchange 
between businesses and their partners or 
customers. 

TThis is where EnTrust EDI comes in. Electronic 
Data Interchange (EDI) is a core component of 
the modern enterprise. With EnTrust EDI's 
omnichannel integration, you can effectively 
communicate with external entities efficiently, 
reliably, and safely. Own the documentation 
process from end to end and deliver your 
prproducts and services to the world like never 
before.

ABOUT EnTrust

EnTrust EDI delivers standardized mapping for your 
business and trading partners. By providing a 
repeatable infrastructure, you can add trading 
partners with ease and readily scale your EDI to match 
your growing trading network.

EASILY SCALE WITH GROWTH

EnTrust EDI is ERP agnostic. This means that the service 
works to securely route your business documents 
across numerous business systems and VANs. The 
results eliminate the manual data entry that would 
otherwise be needed to move data between EDI and 
your business system.

SEAMLESS INTEGRATION

Our team of dedicated EDI developers and engineers ensure 
that your infrastructure runs awlessly, end-to-end. Our EDI 
Managed Services can continuously monitor your mappings 
for performance if you have don’t have the in-house resources 
to commit to the task.

WE KNOW EDI

EDI 
At The Speed 
Of Industry

Business Systems To Fit The Build
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DEVELOPING AND DEPLOYING EDI SOLUTIONS 

20  YEARS OF 
EXPERIENCE

In EDI, transaction maps work until data changes. New data points may need to be 
captured, trading partners may acquire or be acquired, while many other scenarios 
outside your control can impact maps. EnTrust EDI’s simplied mapping process ensures 
these changes are easy to remedy and keep your trading network running smoothly.

SYSTEMATIC EDI MAPPING

Extend your EDI capabilities beyond the built-in 
document type to handle Supplier EDI, 
Warehouse Transactions, and more.

EXTENDED EDI 
DOCUMENT SUPPORT

Extends out of the box functionality to add 
quick and reliable reprocessing of EDI 
documents, including transmission, message 
ow, and interpretation.

FAST AND EASY REPROCESSING

EnTrust EDI mappings remain consistent 
between versions, meaning your standard and 
custom mappings won’t need work before or 
after upgrades.

CONSISTENT RELIABILITY

The extended visibility provided by EnTrust EDI means you 
don’t have to waste time waiting for a trading partner to submit 
a conrmation of receipt of goods, send notication of shipping 
or order changes, or any other communication that hold up 
your operations. 

EEntrust EDI provides additional visibility in a digital dashboard 
format that alerts you to acknowledgements, changes, and 
other status updates. This way, you spend less time waiting and 
more time making better and faster decisions for your business.

Leverage the enhanced visibility EnTrust EDI provides to extend 
your business’ operational capability.

EXTENDED VISIBILITY
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